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E. Rignot,1 L. Padman,•' D. R. MacAyeal,3 and M. Schmeltz1
Abstract. Tides near and under floating glacial ice, suchas ice shelvesand glacier
termini in fjords, can influence heat transport into the subicecavity, mixing of the
under-ice water column, and the calving and subsequentdrift of icebergs. Freesurface displacementpatterns associatedwith ocean variability below glacial ice

can be observedby differencingtwo syntheticapertureradar (SAR) interferograms,
each of which representsthe combination of the displacement patterns associated
with the time-varying vertical motion and the time-independent lateral ice flow.
We present the pattern of net free-surface displacement for the iceberg calving
regions of the Ronne and Filchher Ice Shelves in the southern Weddell Sea. By
comparing SAR-based displacementfields with ocean tidal models, the free-surface
displacementvariability for these regions is found to be dominated by ocean
tides. The inverse barometer effect, i.e., the ocean's isostatic responseto changing
atmospheric pressure, also contributes to the observed vertical displacement. The
principal value of using SAR interferometry in this manner lies in the very high

lateral resolution(tens of meters)obtainedover the large regioncoveredby each
SAR image. Small features that are not well resolvedby the typical grid spacing
of ocean tidal models may contribute to such processesas iceberg calving and
cross-frontalventilation of the ocean cavity under the ice shelf.
1. Introduction

sheetvertical displacementsdue to oceantides could be
resolvedwith SAR interferometry.
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) interferometryis a
In the present study we show that for large regions
remote sensingtechnique used to measure displacealong the ice fronts of the massivefloating ice shelvesin
mentsof stable,radar reflectiveportionsof the Earth's

the southernWeddellSea (Figure l) the spatial distrisurfaceoverperiodsrangingfromdaysto weeks[Gabriel butions of vertical displacementsmeasuredusing SAR
et al., 1989].The potentialfor monitoringicesheetmo-

interferometry are strongly correlated with distribution with this techniquewas describedby Goldsteinet tions based on numerical ocean tidal models. In moval. [1993],whonotedthat a majorcontribution
to dising from the single-pointcomparisons
reportedby Hartl
placementsof floating ice sheetswas the vertical moet
al.
[1994]
and
Rignot
[1996]
to
the
presentstudy
tion forcedby the oceantides in the cavity under the
of extensive regions of ice shelf we also demonstrate
ice. Hartl et al. [1994]developed
this idea further by
the method's value in providing more spatial detail of
comparingoceantide height predictionswith the disocean tide variability than is available through classiplacementevaluatedfrom differencingtwo SAR intercal ocean tide measurementtechniquessuch as moored
ferogramsfor a singlelocationnear the easternend of
tide
gaugesand current meters. SAR-deriveddata can
the Ronne Ice Shelf in the southern Weddell Sea. The

agreementbetweenthe two methodssuggested
that ice
1Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena.
2Earth and SpaceResearch,Seattle, Washington.

3The Department of GeophysicalSciences,University of
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois.

therefore be used to direct the refinement of tidal mod-

els for this region where tides are believed to play a
significantrole in other oceanicand glaciologicalpro-

cesses[Robertsonet al., 1998; Makinsonand Nicholls,
1999]. We also showthat it is theoreticallypossible
to determine

ocean tidal constituents

from this method

alone, although present data availability and satellite
orbit characteristicsprecludethis determination at this
time.

Copyright 2000 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
Paper number 1999JC000011.

0148-0227/00/19993C000011$09.00

While the basic conceptsbehind the use of SAR interferometry are quite straightforward, care is required
in the developmentand interpretation of interferograms
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Figure 1. Map of the study area (Albers equal area projection). The regionscuntaired within
two rectanglesdenotethe approximatecoverageof synthetic'apertureradar (SAR) interferograms
usedin this study. Shadedareas representgrounded•ce. Black areas .representopen water, including regionsof seasonalor perennial sea ice. White areas representfloating ice shelf. The ice
fronts of the Ronne and Filchnet Ice Shelvesare depictedapproximatelyin their 1996 configurations. In October of 1998 a large section of the Ronne Ice Shelf calved from the eastern corner

near BerknerIsland (becomingicebergA-38), causingthe ice front in this areato retreat by -•25
kin. The ice front locationsin the Grenobleglobalfinite elementtidal simulation(FES95.2) and
Circum-AntarcticTidal Simulation(CATS99.4) oceantide modelsare locatedwithin -•10 km of
the 1996 ice front locationsshown here. The CATS99.4 model includesthree large ice islands
north of Berkner Island (shownin shading). The ice islandsare tabular icebergsthat calved
off the Filchnet Ice Shelfin 1986 (A-22a and A-22b) and subsequently
groundedon the shallow
BerknerBank [Nostand Osterhus,1998].Theseice islandswerestill presentin 1996duringthe
period that the SAR data usedin this study were obtained.
for studies of time-dependent processes.Ice shelf sur-

points but sampled sufficiently rapidly to resolve the

facedisplacement
is actuallya blendof tidal and steady tides at those points without significant aliasing. In

creepflowmotions[Rignotand MacAyeal,:
1998]. To comparison,a differential interferogramrevealsa single
separatetidal from creepdisplacements,two SAR interferograms are differencedto create what is called a "dif-

snapshotof the displacementdifferencespatial field over

ferentialSAR interferogram"(DSI). The uniquefeature
of a DSI is that the differencingoperation eliminates
displacement patterns that are common to each of the
two original interferograms,i.e., time steady ice shelf
creepflow. What remainsis a "displacementdifference"
field causedby the tides and any other time-dependent

into the individual displacementfields. However, interferometry does provide extraordinary resolution, accuracy and spatial coverage. The pixel size of a typical
SAR interferogram is •040 m by 40 m, and the accuracy of each displacementmeasurementis •01-2 mm,

ocean phenomena such as the inverse barometer effect

some time

interval.

This

field cannot

be transformed

or 2-4% of the radar wavelength(56 mm for ERS-1
and ERS-2). For the two DSIs shownin Plates I and

(i.e.,oceanresponse
to changing
atmospheric
pressure), 2 the spatial coverageincludesthe entire width of the
long-periodoceanwaves,and oceaneddies.(The DSI

southernWeddell Sea,of order 1000 kin. This coverage
providessimultaneousobservationof oceanvariability
suchas uncompensatedchangesin the refractive index alongthe entire ice front (i.e., the icebergcalvingmarof the atmosphere.)The two differentialinterferograms gin, seeFigure 1) of the Ronneand FilchnetIce Shelves
consideredin this study are shownin Plates 1 and 2 for (collectivelydenotedthe "FRIS"). Thesebenefitsare
the Ronneand FilchherIce Shelves,respectively.
partly offsetby the lack of frequencyresolutionand the
Conventionalsea surfaceheight data usuallyconsist difficulty of separatingtidal from nontidal components
of time seriesof surfacedisplacements
at relatively few of ocean height variability with the small number of
signal may also include some small instrumental error
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Plate 2. (a) SAR amplitudeimage,(b) fringepattern,and (c) diffexentialdi.splacement
(A•/) of
the ice front regionof the FilchnerIce Shelf. Along coastsand groundinglineswe seea flexural
boundarylayer identifiedby the closelyspaced,parallelfringe pattern that is --9 km wide [see
e.g.,Holdsworth,
1977].
DSIs that are likely to be available in the foreseeable ubiquitoussea ice interfereswith the useof altimetry
future. However, we will show that DSI displacement data for obtaining ocean tidal displacements
from the
data help us to identify weaknessesin current numerical ERS satellite missions. The few point measurements
ocean tidal models.
in this region are sparsely located becauseof the loDifferential interferometry on the FRIS providesthe gisticdifficultyof deployingand recoveringinstrument
additional benefit of giving tidal information that is moorings, yet we know from numerical models that
complementaryto satellite altimetry. For example,the tidal heightand velocityfieldsherecan havesmallspasouthernWeddell Sea is southof the turning latitude for tial scalesand that the spatial variability of tides can

theTOPEX/Poseidon
(T/P) satellitemission,
whilethe playan importantrolein larger-scale
oceanvariability
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[Makinson,1997;Robertson
et al., 1998;Makinsonand summarized in section 1. For a more complete description of the theory behind differential interferometry, see
Nicholls,1999;Padmanand Kottmeier,2000].
As an introductory exampleof the value of DSI, con- Gabrielet al. [1989],Hartl et al. [1994],Rignot[1996],
sider the "bump-and-dimple" feature identified in the and Rignot and MacAyeal[1998]. The accuracyand
differentialdisplacementpattern for the RonneIce Shelf resolution of our data depend on accurate knowledge
(Plate 1). Most tidal energyin the Weddell Sea is of the orbital geometry used in the processingof the
associatedwith large-scaleKelvin waves bounded by SAR data. (For a descriptionof the relevant orbital
the Antarcticcoastline[Robertson
et al., 1998]. These geometry and an analysis of how uncertainty in this
waves
havetypicallengthscales
of order103to 104 km, geometry affects errors in the interferograms, consult
and thus the small scale of the bump-and-dimple is at Frolich and Doake [1998].) In the presentstudy we
first surprising.However,tidal modelsof, and measure- adjusted the orbital geometry, i.e., the interferometric
mentsin, the Weddell Seaalsoidentify topographicvor- baselineB definedin Frolich and Doake [1998],so as
ticity waves(TVWs) as components
of the total tidal to remove residual fringe patterns in the grounded ice
field. TVWs are geostrophicallybalancedwavesthat on either end of the SAR image swaths. (This adjustpropagatealong topographicvorticity gradients(i.e., ment requires knowledgeof the ice sheet surface elevagradientsin f/H, where f is the Coriolisparameter tion, which is provided by the digital elevation model of
and H is water column thickness)such as the conti- Bamberand Bindschadler
[1997].) As a resultof these
nental slope, the ice front, and various water column improvements, we were able to reduce spuriousinterferthicknessstructuresbeneaththe ice shelves.(For a map ometric fringes associatedwith orbital geometry error
of water-column thickness and bathymetry of the Wed- in these grounded ice control areas to within interferdell Sea,seeRobertsonet al. [1998,Figure 1] or the ometric phasenoise (i.e., with rms variation within a
map compiledby Vaughanet al. [19941.
) The length fraction of a fringe in the DSIs).
SAR data were provided by the European Space
scales for TVWs are related to topographic scalesof
variability and, so, can be very small, often <100 kin. Agency(ESA) and collectedby ERS-1 and ERS-2. For
Modeling of TVWs is difficult for several reasonsthat the two ice shelf regionsstudied (Figure 1), SAR data
are discussed
by Padmanand Kottraeier[2000].These from four satellite passes,i.e., two pairs of passes,were
reasonsinclude sensitivity of the dispersioncharacteris- used to construct the differential interferograms shown
tics to topographicvariability and ocean stratification in Plates 1 and 2. Following each pass of the ERS-1

[Middletonet al., 1987];and the potentialfor nonlinear
interactions
with lower-frequency
meanflows[Foldviket
al., 1990].Diurnal TVWs are knownto occuralongthe
southerncontinentalshelfbreak [seeMiddleton et al.,
1987;Foldviket al., 1990].They havenot yet beendocumentedalongthe Ronneor Filchnet ice frontsbut may
explain the bump-and-dimple feature along the Ronne
ice front.

In this study we develop the methodology for using
differential SAR interferometry to investigate the ocean
tide in the ice shelf covered portions of the southern
Weddell

Sea. We demonstrate

that

DSI can reveal ice

satellite over the sites of interest, the ERS-2 satellite
passed over the same sites almost exactly I day later.
Each pair of ERS-1 and ERS-2 passeswas separated by
exactly 35 days. Denoting the times of the four satel-

lite passesas tj,j - 1,... ,4, where tx • t2 • t3 • t4,
we note that (t2- tx) = (t4- t3) = 24.0 hours, and
(t3 - t•) - (t4 - t2) - 35.0 days. Accuracyof satellite
passtiming is ,•1 s, and the time differencescited above
are within several secondsof being exactly 24.0 hours

and 35.0 days. For the Ronne _IceShelf (Plate 1), the
four passesoccurred on February I and 2 and March 7
and 8, 1996, each near 0555 UTC. For the Filchnet Ice

shelf motion due to ocean tides, and that these data Shelf (Plate 2), the four passesoccurredon January 15
can be used to drive future tidal model improvements. and 16 and February 19 and 20, 1996, each near 0628
UTC.
Ultimately, data and analysessimilar to those presented
The SAR data for each of the two ice shelf regions
here are intended to shed light on the time-dependent
were
processedseparately to reveal the "range differoceanographicconditionsbeneath the FRIS and other

largeice shelvesaroundAntarctica and to determinethe
oceanic controls of iceberg calving from Antarctic ice
shelves. We first review the SAR data in section 2 and

then describe the tidal models used in the comparison
with DSIs in section 3. A discussionand summary are
provided in sections4 and 5.
2.

SAR

Data

2.1. Summary of SAR Data Acquisition
and Analysis

The principal data analysistechnique used here involves the construction of differential interferograms as

ence"field, A• (•b,A),

,k)

--

[((t4, ,k)- ((t3,
4, 4,

where((tj, •b,•) denotesthe rangedistancebetweenthe
iceshelfsurfaceandsatelliteantennaat time tj, latitude
•b, and longitude ,k. For a more complete description of
the analytical steps needed to generate A•, see Rignot

and MacAyeal[1998].
An essentialproperty of DSI exploited in this study is
that A( dependsonly on time-dependentmotions. We
exploit this property to isolate the tidal motion of the
ice shelvesfrom the displacementscaused by "glacio-

19,620
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logical"creepflowof the ice shelf,i.e., the quasi-steady agate as Kelvin waves around the coastal margins of
horizontalspreadingflow causedby gravity (for a de- the Weddell Sea, including the ocean cavity under the
scriptionof the ice shelfflowof the FRIS, seeMacAyeal FRIS [Robertson
et al., 1998].A second
generalfeature
et al. [1998]). Time dependence
in the glaciological is the presenceof coastal boundary layers that idencreepflowis vanishinglysmallfor large-scaleice shelves tify elasticflexural interactionsbetweenthe ice and the
in Antarctica and, so, would have an insignificantinflu- tide. As discussedin section 2.1, these boundary layers
enceon surfacedisplacements
occurringoverthe 1 day can be identified by the narrow bands of tightly spaced
time interval of the two ERS-1 and ERS-2 passesneeded fringes at the coastline. The width of these layers is
to make an interferogram. The most seriousconcernwe typically•9 km (see,e.g., Plate 2), althoughthe exact
value dependson variable ice shelf propertiessuch as
had at the outset of our study was the possibility that
portionsof the FRIS both within and outsidethe SAR ice thicknessand ice shelf integrity (e.g., the presence
field of coveragecould partially ground on the seabed of fractures).For largeice shelvesthe flexuralboundary
during low tide and that this would causepulsationsof layer is only a small fraction of the total ice shelf area
the ice shelf flow during the tidal cycle. Analysis us- and, so, can be ignored when modeling the oceantide.
ing the ice shelfflow model describedby MacAyeal et For smaller shelves,however, such as the Ekstr6m Ice

al. [1998],however,suggested
that suchice shelfflow Shelf[Riedelet al., 2000],the flexuralboundarylayer
pulsationswould be small in amplitude and have little can occupymost of the ice shelf area.
influence on the DSI. An area of ephemeral, low-tide
groundingin a circular region with a diameter of
2.3. Relationship Between Tides and SAR Data
km in the middle of the region coveredby the Filchner
In Appendix A we describe how tidal displacement
Ice ShelfDSI (Plate 2); for example,introduceda creep
of
the sea surface at the four times of SAR image acflowperturbation
below1 m a-1 Thedisplacement
difquisition
determines the DSI-derived At/. Disregardferenceassociatedwith sucha small perturbation could
ing the influence of error in the DSI data and nontidal
not amount to more than a few millimeters even under
a worst case scenario, and this would fall well below ocean processes,the tides uniquely determine the oba single fringe on a DSI. We thus concludethat time- served At/.
The converseof this statement, that At/uniquely dedependentcreep flow can be disregardedwhen considtermines
the tides, is not true becauseas describedfurering the influenceof the oceantide and other oceanic
ther
in
Appendix
B, the observedAt/does not uniquely
processes.
determine the amplitude and phase of the superimposedtidal constituents.(For a descriptionof the major
2•2. Conversion
of S AR Data
to Tidal
tidal constituents in the southern Weddell Sea, consult

Displacement

Robertsonet al. [1998].) Nonuniqueness
resultsfrom

For the reasons discussed

in Section

2.1 we assume

that the glaciologicalcreepflow of both the Filchner and
Ronne Ice Shelves is time-independent. With this assumption the observedrange differencezl( introduced
above may be attributed to sea surfaceelevation change
alone. We convert A( to a sea surfaceelevation change
At] using

/xv =

(2)

COS O•

where c• denotesthe angle of incidenceof the radar illumination with respect to local vertical direction. This
angle is calculated assuminga sphericalEarth and using the known radar imaging geometry. For ERS-1 and
ERS-2, c• is roughly 23ø for the Ronne and Filchner

images. To evaluate (2), we accountedfor the small
variations of c• acrossthe region imaged by the SAR.

the fact that the 24.0 hour time separation between

SAR images(determined by orbit period of the ERSI and ERS-2 satellitesused to acquireour data) is an
exact multiple of the 12.0000 hour period of the semidiurnal solar tide $•. In this circumstance the sea surface

elevation associated with $• is exactly the same each
time the SAR satellite passesover a givensite. All SAR
interferometry acquired by ERS-1 and ERS-2 when orbiting with a 24.0 hour period is thus "blind" to the
$• tide. Other tidal constituents such as K 1 and K•
also have periods that are closeto being unresolvedby
the ERS orbits. Given this perspective, plans for future
satellite missionscarrying SAR sensorsmust seriously
considertidal sampling problems imposedby the choice

of orbit period (seeAppendicesA and B).
As shownin Appendix A, the primary contributionto

We refer to At/(•, A) as the "seasurfacedisplacement the DSI-derived A•i comesfrom tidal constituentsM•
change."
The A•/ fields for the two ice shelvesare shown in
Plates l c and 2c. Several genera] features are noted.

First, there is a large-scalegradient in At/ acrossthe
two regions, with an elevation differenceof up to 60 cm
between

the Hemmen

Ice Rise and Lassiter

Coast

re-

and O•, with K•, K2, Q1, 2N2, and N2 contributing to
a lesserextent. In principle, the amplitude and phase

of the "observable"major tidal constituents(i.e., all
except S2) can be determineddirectly from DSI data,
usingthe inversiontechniquedescribedin Appendix B.

gions on the Ronne Ice Shelf. This large-scalegradient

The practicality of such an inversion remains suspect,
however, becauseof its requirement for large numbers

is consistent with the notion that the ocean tides prop-

of independentDSI fields(seeAppendixB) to capture
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to permit the removal of nontidal oceanic signals.
Without a direct means of using DSI-derived data to
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to understand the implications of the DSI-determined
At/fields reported here.
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that are difficult to observeand simulate with precision
in tidal models. An example of this would be TVWs associatedwith the diurnal tide whose properties depend
on the intricacies of the poorly known topography in
the sub-ice shelf cavity and near the ice front.
3.1.

Circum-Antarctic

Tidal

Simulation

(CATS99.4)
3.

Ocean

Tide

Model

Predictions

The CATS99.4

Tidal simulations of the Weddell Sea include regional

modelsdevelopedby Smithsonet al. [1996], Robertson et al. [1998], and Makinson and Nicholls[1999],
and the Grenoble global finite element tidal simulation

(FES95.2) [seeLe Provostet al. 1998]. All modelsshow
the same basic features, with diurnal and semidiurnal
Kelvin waves propagating from east to west around the
Antarctic continent. The two principal semidiurnal constituents, •I2 and S2, have amphidromic points near

the Ronne ice front [seeRobertsonet al. 1998, Pla,•,e
1] (seealsoPlate 3). However,the modelsdiffer from
each other in significant ways, particularly in the diurnal constituents. As mentioned earlier, much of the diurnal tidal energy in the southern Weddell Sea is associated with

TVWs

rather

than

basin-scale

Kelvin

waves.

The TVWs are most obvious in maps of tidal kinetic

energybut also contributeto the potential energy (sea
surfaceelevation)field and are difficult to model accurately [Padman et al., 1998; Padman and Kottmeier,
2000].
A satisfactorycomparisonbetween DSI and any specific model

allows us to conclude

that

the information

contained within the observed At/ field is consistent
with the various observationsand physics used to construct, force, and tune the tidal model. Note, however,
that a satisfactory comparison is not a guarantee that
the model tidal fields are accurate: the possibility exists
that nontidal processesaffectingthe DSI fieldssomehow
compensate for errors in the tidal fields. If the comparison falls short in some significant manner, however,

then we need to questionthe tide modelsand/or our
assumptionof time-independent ice shelf flow. With accessto multiple tidal models such comparisonsallow us
to choosethe optimum model from those available and
estimate the variability of model performance. Since
this paper does not aim to determine tides precisely
but rather

to demonstrate

the role of SAR interferome-

try in tidal descriptionand prediction, we showcomparisonsonly with two modelsthat were readily availableto

us, the Circum-AntarcticTidal Simulation(CATS99.4)
and FES95.2[LeProvostet al., 1998],both of whichare
reviewed

below.

Beyond model validation the use of DSI may allow
us to investigatewhether the observedA•/reveals some
aspect of sea surfacemotion that is independentof the
tides, for example, a seicheor surge driven by meteorological conditions. Finally, we wish to determine
whether the observedAt/ reveals aspects of the tide

model is an extension

of the finite dif-

ference,time-steppingmodel (RPE98.1) describedby
Robertsonet al. [1998]. The new model c(;versthe
entire globesouthof 50øSat a resolutionc,f1/4 ø in longitude and 1/12ø in latitude (•10 km typical grid node
spacingaroundthe Antarctic coast). Eight constituents
are modeled, five semidiurnal (M2, S2, K2, N2, and
2N2) and three diurnal (O1, K1, and Q1). Boundary
conditionsare obtained from the FES95.2 global model
describedin section3.2, and local astronomicalforcing
is included. Tidal periods and frequenciesare given in
Table 1. The model usesthe depth-integrated shallow
water equations including terms for quadratic bottom
friction and lateral viscosity. The model is fully nonlinear: all constituentsare evaluated concurrently and
thus can be coupledthrough the friction parameterizations and advective terms. Maps of the amplitude and
phaseof the CATS99.4 M2 and O1 constituentsare provided in Plate 3. These two constituents are expected
to be the strongest contributors to the DSI, becauseof
their significant energy and favorable periodicity relative to the satellite pass separations.
Several modifications

have been made to the RPE98.1

model beyond simply extending the model domain.
Open ocean tide height boundary conditions based on

the globalinversesolutionof Egbertet al. [1994]and
Egbert [1997] have been replacedwith heightsfrom
FES95.2. An error in matching the specificationsof
land and ice shelveshas been fixed, allowing us to use

a muchsmallerlateralviscositycoefficient
(now10 m2
s-1 insteadof 1000m2 s-1 in RPE98.1).Newbathymetric

data in the southwestern

Weddell

Sea collected

Table 1. Period of the Eight Principal,
Explicitly Modeled Tidal Constituents
Used in the FES95.2

and CATS99.4

Tidal Models, in Order of
Decreasing Period
Constituent

Period, hours

(•1

26.87

O1
K1
2N2
N2
M2
$2
K2

25.82
23.93
12.91
12.66
12.42
12.00
11.97
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duringthe RonnePolynyaExperiment(ROPEX) cruise 3.3. Ocean Tidal Model Comparison With
in early1998[Nichollset al., 1998;Padmanet al., 2000] SAR Differential Interferometry
have been usedto revisethe model depth grid. The efComparison between the model prediction and the
fect of this bathymetry revision is greatest along the
DSI-derivedseasurfacedisplacementchanges,Ar/M and
southern continental shelf break but also has some inA•], respectively,required synthesisof the instantafluence along the Ronne ice front and elsewhere in the
neousmodel seasurfaceheight fields at the times of the

WeddellSea[Padmanet al., 1998].

four satellite passesused to construct each DSI. These

The CATS99.4 model includes three large "ice issyntheseswere made using the amplitude and phase
lands" north of BerknerIsland (seeFigure 1). The ice
representations of K tidal constituents constructed from
islands are tabular icebergsthat calved off the Filchner
model output. For both models,K = 26, consistingof
Ice Shelfin 1986 and subsequentlygroundedon the shaleight constituentsthat are explicitly determined and
low BerknerBank [Nostand Osterbus,1998].Theseice
eighteenthat are estimatedby admittance. Appendix
islandswere still presentin 1996 during the period that
A describesthe relationshipbetweenthe amplitudeand
the SAR data usedin this study were obtained. The efphaseof tidal constituentsand the observedA•]. The
fect of addingtheseice islandsis significant:comparison
modeled A•]M is constructed in a similar fashion.
with an earlierversionof the CATS model (CATS99.2)
Satellite passtimes t• and t2, as well as t3 and t4, were
[PadmanandKottmeier,2000]that did not includethe
separatedby exactly24.0hours.The r/M(tl) andr/M(t2)
islands demonstratedthat the tidal regime along the
fields,as well as the I]M(t3) and riM(t4) fields,thus apFilchner ice front is significantly altered when the ispeared
to be quite similar becausethe periodsof all the
lands are added.
diurnal

and semidiurnal

tidal constituents

are close to

12 or 24 hours. Nevertheless,the small differencesin the

3.2. Grenoble Global Tidal l¾Iodel (FES95.2)

The FES95.2mootel[Le Provoste'Cal., i99•g]wasdeveloped from the pure hydrodynamic solution model

FES94.1 [Le Provostet al., 1994]. FES94.1was built
to predict the tidal contribution to sea surface height

fields at the four passtimes are the causeof the signal
in the DSIs, and the fields resulting from the doubledifferencing operation are extremely sensitiveto small
errors in the tidal predictions. The method is a much
more rigoroustest of the models than the simpler comparisonsof time seriesof tidal data wouldbe [see,e.g.,

variations seen by the T/P altimeter. The model is Robertsonet al., 1998;Padman and Kottmeier,2000].
global, including the entire Arctic Ocean, the under- Our studies also revealedthe importanceof including
ice shelf areas of the Weddell and Ross Seas,and most minor tidal constituents by admittance. Without adshallow seas. Eight constituents have been simulated; mittance, i.e., by creating tidal predictionsby summaM2, S2, N2, K2, 2N2, K1, O1, and Q1. Eighteen mi- tion of just the eight explicitly modeled constituents,
nor constituentshave been deducedby admittance from the /X/']Mfields were much lessconsistentwith the meathese eight major ones. The resolution of the numerical sured DSIs.
model varies spatially, with a finite element grid that is
refined over shelvesand alongthe coasts. The minimum
3.3.1. Model/observation comparison: Ronne
cell dimensionis 10 km [seeLe Provostet al., 1994,Fig- Ice Shelf. The z•r]FES95.2
and Z•r]CATS99.4
are comure 1]. This highresolutionconcentrated
overthe major pared with the interferogram-derivedA•] in Plate 4 and
topographic features of the world ocean allows the finite Figure 2. The agreement is generally good. Averaged
element model to catch the local characteristics of the
over the ice shelf, the mean of A•]¾Es95.2
is •3 cm less
tidal waves that would be unresolved in the classical
than the mean A•] estimated from SAR, while the stancourser hydrodynamical ocean tide models.
dard deviation of the error is •7 cm. The offsetis larger
The FES95.2 model improveson the predictive ca- for CATS99.4 but with a similar standard deviation.
pability of FES94.1 by assimilatinginto the hydrody- The error standard deviations of both models are comnamic model the empirical University of Texas Center parableto the rms error reportedby Egbert[1997]for

for SpaceResearch(CSR) tidal solution(CSR2.0) us- globalmodelcomparisons
with T/P ultimetry (the coning the representermethod developedby Egbert et al.

straining data used in developing the two assimilation-

[1994]. The CSR2.0 solutionswere computedat the basedtidal models). We have comparedthe CATS99.4
end of 1994 from 2 years of T/P data. The data set model with recently recoveredcurrent meter data along
used in the assimilation is a sample of CSR2.0 on a the Ronneice front [Woodgateet al., 1998],and the
5ø x 5ø grid for ocean depths > 1000 m. The assimila- model performs very well in this region. The general
tion has been performed for the Atlantic, Indian, and agreement between DSI and the models is therefore not
Pacific

Oceans.

The

standard

release of the FES95.2

solutions is a 0.5 ø x 0.5 ø gridded version of the full resolution solution computed on the finite element grid.
The software provided with this releaseinterpolates to
user-specifiedpositions within this regular grid.

surprising.

Although this model agreementwith data is encouraging, it is clear frorn Plate 4 and Figure 2 that the DSI
containsinformation that is not accurately predictedby

the tide models. The principal gradient in the At/fields
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Plate 3. The amplitude.(colorshadingand blackcontours)and phase(blue contours)for (a)
O1 and (b) M2 from the CATS99.4 tidal model (seesection3.1). For O1, contourintervalsare 5
cm for amplitude and 10ø for phase. For M2, contour intervals are 10 cm and 30ø. Rectangles

denoteapproximatelocationsof differentialSAR interferograms(DSIs) presentedin Plates 1 and
2. The directionof phasepropagationis generallyfrom east to west for O1, and clockwisearound
the amphidromic point for M2. The M2 amphidromic point is located near the center of the ice
front on the Ronne Ice Shelf. The location of the FES95.2 M2 amphidromic point is •025 km to
the south of that

shown here for CATS99.4.

for the Ronne Ice Shelf is parallel to the ice front and which occur predc•ninantlyin t,he diurnal band, have
is due primarily to the M2 tidal constituent,whichhas small length scales,and are sensitiveto variations in
an amphidromicpoint on the ice front near 54ø W (see both water depth and spa!ial gradientsof xva•crdepth

et al., 1987;PadmanandKottmeier,
2000].
Plate 3). This gradienthasbeenwell modeled,giving [Middleton
rise to the good overallcorrelationbetweenthe model Second,recallthat the bump-and-dimplestructurelies
and data estimatesof Ar]. However,the models,in par- quite closeto the M2 amphidromicpoint. Fromthe 10
ticular CATS99.4, underestimatethe magnitude of the km resolutionoutput from CATS99.4 we find that the
bump-and-dimplestructurein the At] fieldnearthe cen- gradientof M2 seasurfaceelevationamplitudeat the
ter of the SAR data scene. There are at least two pos-

amphidrome
is •0.25 cmkm-1. Thusanerrorof 20km

sibleexplanationsfor this observation.First, the mod- in the model location of the amphidrome could cause a
els may be unable t,o predict accuratelytidal TVWs, 5 cm error in the height field (althoughnot necessarily
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Plate 4. Comparisonbetween (b) Ar•rES95.2,(c) At]CATS99.4,
and (d) Ar• for the Ronne ice
Shelf. The color map ranges from -80 to 60 cm, and the line contour interval is 5 cm. The solid
outlined region describesthe locationsof good data in the DSI.
in the derived A•M). This is not a large spatial error
in modelswith minimum grid spacingsof order 10 km,
and we note that the M2 amphidromes in the FES95.2
and CATS99.4 models are separatedby -•25 km. These
errors can be ascribed to the poor quality of bathymetric and water

column

thickness

in Plate 5. The model-derivedvaluesare comparedwith
the interferogram-derivedAr] in Figure 2 and Plate 5.
The FES95.2 model is lesssuccessfulat predicting
for the Filchnet than for the Ronne Ice Shelf There is
an offset of -•20 cm between the DSI and FES95.2. The

data in the southern

mean offset betweenCATS99.4 and the DSI, however,
is < 3 cm, while the square root of the mean square
to these issuesbriefly in section 4.
error is < 4 cm (Figure 2 and Plate 5).
Nontidal sourcesfor the bump-and-dimple structure
On the basisof comparisonsbetweenthe Filchnet DSI
need to be considered as well. For example, an ocean and an earlierversionof the CATS model (CATS99.2)
eddywith a seasurfaceheightexpression
passingquickly /Padmanand Kottmeier,2000]we believethat much
through the region could explain the feature. We note, of the improved performance of CATS99.4 relative to
however, that the FES95.2 model shows some signs FES95.2 is due to our inclusion of the ice islands north
of the bump-and-dimple structure, leading us to be- of Berkner Island (see section 3.1). For CATS99.2,
lieve that the origin of the feature is tidal and that the •vhich lacks the ice islands, the mean offset between
2 and A•/was •12 cm, lessthan for
model/data mismatchrepresentserrorsdue to the in- modeledAT]CATS99.
herent physical simplificationsof the models and the FES95.2 but significantlyworsethan for CATS99.4.
influenceof poor bathymetric data.
Weddell Sea including under the FRIS. We shall return

4.

Discussion

3.3.2. Model/observation comparison: FilchThe comparisonspresentedin section3 suggestthat
ner Ice Shelf. The model-derivedvaluesof/XT]FES95.2most of the signal seen in DSIs for the FRIS is due to
and AVCATSSS.4
for the Filchner Ice Shelf DSI are shown tides. While the agreementbetween tidal modelsand
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Figure 2. ComparisonbetweenmodelpredictionsAr/M and the observations
At/ (all units are
in centimeters):(a) and (b) the FES95.2modeland (c) and (d) the CATS99.4model. Figures2a
and 2b refer to the Ronne DSI, and Figures 2b and 2d refer to the Filchher DSI. Shadeddiagonal
lines indicate model equivalencewith data. Dashed shadedlines indicate model equivalencewhen

the inversebarometriceffectof -•10 cm (seeTable 2) is taken into account.

measuredAt/is very encouraging,weaknesses
still exist.
The CATS99.4 model does not capture the bump-anddimple feature on the Ronne ice front, while FES95.2
performs poorly along the Filchher ice front. On the
basis of the present and related studies we identify
three principal sourcesof mismatch between modeled
and measuredAt/. These are errors in model grids of
water column thickness, the use of a finite set of tidal
constituents in model prediction of At/, and nontidal
ocean height variability. We addresseach of these topics below.

4.1.

Errors

Thickness

in Model

Grids

of Water

Column

after the ROPEX cruise[Nichollset al., 1998;Padman
et al., 2000]to the southwestern
WeddellSea. In particular, changingthe model bathymetry for the Gen-

eral BelgranoBank (centerednear 73øS, 49øW)from
the shallower pre-ROPEX value to the more realistic
updated value was found to have a profound effect on
diurnal band tidal energyalongthe entire southerncontinental slope. The effectof these changesto the depth
grid are lessobviousin sea surfaceheight but still significant for the comparisonsdiscussedherein.
We proposethat a similar influence of bathymetry is
responsiblefor someof the mismatch betweenmodeled
and measuredvalues of At/ along the ice front of the

FRIS (seesection3.3). We believethat the bump-and-

In previousstudieswe have found that tidal currents dimple feature in the Ronne ice front DSI is causedeialong the continentalshelf break in the southernWed- ther by the presenceof TVWs that are not well resolved
dell Sea were very sensitive to the model bathymetry by the tide modelsor by a small model error in locating
grid [Padmanet al., 1998]. This study comparedtidal the/I//2 amphidrome. Both of these potential errors are
currents using bathymetry grids developedbefore and expectedto be stronglydependenton bathymetric qual-
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and (d) Ar/for the FilchnerIce
Shelf. The colormap rangesfrom -100 to 20 cm, and the line contourinterval is 5 cm. The solid
outlined regiondescribesthe location of good data in the DSI.

ity, specificallyincluding water column thicknesserrors
under the FRIS. We note that the CATS99.4 model per-

4.2.

Excluded

Tidal

Constituents

We tested the predictive skill of CATS99.4 with and

formsvery well to the east of the M2 amphidrome(es- without the inclusion of the 18 minor tidal constituents
pecially after correctingfor the inversebarometereffect
that are estimatedby admittance[seeLe Provostet al.
(IBE) (seeFigure 2c)) but lesswell to the west. This 1998, Table 2}. That is, model predictionswere made
observation is consistentwith the errors being caused
first usingonly the eight explicitly modeledconstituents
primarily while the tidal energy flux is under the ice
(M2, S2,K2, N2, 2N2, O1, K1, andQ1) andthenadding
shelf: east of the amphidrome, the M2 energy flux is
the 18 additional constituentsand rerunning the comsouthwardinto the under-icecavity [seealsoRobertson parisons. We found that the additional constituents
et aL,, 1998, Plate 4a], while M2 tidal energyon the were crucial to model predictive skill. This observawestern end of the Ronne ice front has circulated

under

tion initially surprised us since most of the total tidal
potential energy is captured with the eight major constituents.
However, the construction of a modeled DSI
We also found that for the Filchner DSI the predicinvolves
double
differencingof tidal height estimates,so
tive skill of the CATS series of models improved sigthat
many
of
the
major constituentsbecomeinsignifinificantly when the ice islands on Berkner Bank were

the FRIS.

cant in the DSI (S2 doesnot contributeat all, while K1
islands(CATS99.2)[seePadmanandKottmeier,2000] and K2 are only poorly resolvedby the 1.0 day separaadded.

The mean error for the version without

the ice

was -•12 cm, which was reduced to < 3 cm when the

tion of the ERS-1 and ERS-2 passes).
The 18 minor constituents
are all in the diurnal or
ice islandswere included (CATS99.4, the model used
herein).
semidiurnal frequencybands. Additional, possibly sig-
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nificant, energy may be present in long-period tides as
well. These tides will need to be explicitly modeled before concluding that nontidal sourcesof ocean height
variability must be responsible for the mismatch be-

and At] remainsof similar magnitudebut changessign,
whilethe agreementwith At]CATS99.4
improves(seeFigure 2). We cannot justify an IBE correction for the
Filchner Ice Shelf DSI sincethe neareststation, Halley

tween the modeled

Bay, shows only a 1 cm IBE contribution to the DSI.
The magnitudes of the IBE correction for the time

4.3. Nontidal

and measured

DSIs.

Ocean Height Variability

Ocean height can vary becauseof nontidal processes
such as storm surges, ocean eddies, and the IBE. Here
we discussjust the potential influence of the IBE since
it is easy to estimate from available data and will be
shown to be of sufficient magnitude to explain much of
the existing mismatch between models and measured
At].
The IBE involves the ocean's isostatic response to

setsfor the two DSIs discussed
herevary from negligible
(1 cm) to •10 cm. We can alsousethe recordsof Patm
at the two coastal stations to determine

the statistical

properties of/kt]IB E. In this casewe estimate all values
of of /kt]iBE for sets of four satellite passesthat retain

the sametime separations
as in the real DSIs ((tj-

tl),j = 2, ..., 4) but with t• taken at the times of each
of the 3 hourly recordsof Patre. As required from the
method usedto estimate /kt]iBE,the mean of/kt]IBE at
changesin atmosphericpressure(Patm) [Gill, 1982, p. both stationsis very closeto zero. The largestvaluesof
337]. The approximateoceansurfaceresponsefor the /kt]IBE are •-20 cm, and the standard deviation for each
IBE is •1 cm (mbarPatm)-•, thusa 50 mbarincrease station is •-8 cm. That is, signalsof order 10 cm due to
in Patnscausesabout a 50 cm decreasein t]. Air pres- the IBE contributionto seasurfaceheight are predicted
sure tends to vary with time scalesof a few days; thus to occur in a DSI basedon the passseparationsfor the
much of the variability in the IBE is lost when a DSI
is calculated on the basis of two interferograms with
I day pass separations. However, the remaining signal may be comparable in magnitude to the tide model
predictive skill. To estimate the influence of the IBE

ERS-1

and ERS-2

tandem

mission.

Note that the spatial scalesof the IBE correction will
mimic the scalesof variability in Patre, and so, for the
sizeof the regionscoveredby the presentDSIs we expect
the IBE correction will be roughly constant acrossthe
on our model/data comparisons,
we reviewedsurface DSI. It is, however, plausiblethat part of the spatial
air pressurerecords from two stations that were active variability of the error between At]M and At] can be
during 1996, Halley Base (75.5øS,26.6øW, east of the explained by spatial variability in at]IBE.

Filchner Ice Shelf) and Butler Island (72.2øS,60.3øW,
west of the Ronne Ice Shelf). Each record consistsof 5. Summary
Patm recorded every 3 hours. The predicted contribution of the IBE

to the DSI

can then be estimated

from

DifferentialSAR interferometry(DSI) can be usedto

validate tidal models under floating ice shelves. When
At]IBE -- (t]IBE,4-- t]IBE,3)-- (t]IBE,2-- t]IBE,1),where
combined with the use of DSI in determining the lo-

t]IBE,j,j -- 1, ..., 4, is the sea surfacedisplacementdue
to the IBE at the time of the jth SAR image used in
constructing the DSI.
The predicted valuesof at]IB E for each station and for
the two particular time sets tn correspondingto the ac-

cation and movementof ice shelfgroundinglines [e.g.,
Rignot, 1996, 1998a,b],DSI is seento be a powerful

tool for monitoring floating ice shelvesand the oceanic
processesthat affect their stability. Even with the small
DSI data set described herein, we have shownthat these
tual Ronne and Filchner DSIs discussed here are shown
data identify deficienciesin existing tidal model perforin Table 2. In Table 2, positive values of the IBE influmance. In the present case,that of tides in the southern
ence in the DSI imply that in the absenceof tides and
Weddell Sea, DSI has provided us with data over a large
other contributors to the DSI, At] would also be posiregion in which few conventionaltidal data points exist.
tive. When the IBE is included in the tidal prediction
These analyses have illustrated to us the need to imfor the Ronne Ice Shelf, the match between At]FES95.
2

proveour modelsof topographicvorticitywaves(TVWs)

Table 2. Sea Surface Displacement Change Due to the
Inverse

Barometer

Effect

Predicted

for the Ronne

and

Filchner DSIs Using Surface Air Pressure Recorded at
3 Hour Intervals at Halley Bay and Butler Island
/kt]IBE, cm
Halley Bay
Ronne
Filchner

+ 12
-1

Butler Island
+ 9
+5

A positive value implies a positive contribution to Ar•.

at diurnal frequencies along the front of the Ronne Ice
Shelf and to include

corrections

for the inverse barom-

eter effect (IBE). The TVWs are energeticover only a
small fraction of the Weddell Sea; however,they occur
in regions that are critical to the large-scalethermohaline structure of the region. The TVWs may play
a critical role in sea ice divergencealong the continen-

tal shelfbreak and alongthe Ronneice front [Padman
and Kottmeier, 2000]. They may also enhancemixing acrossthe strong topographicvorticity gradient at
the ice front, providing a method for ventilation of the

under-icecavitythat is not presentin modelswith negligible mixing. (In these models,advectiveexchange
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which are given by

pographicvorticity constraint.) The IBE is expectedto

K

contribute up to 50 cm variability in ice shelf elevation

(-01cm (mbarPatm)
-1) andwill alsovaryspatiallyas
Patm(X,Y) variesunder passingweathersystems.
We have also demonstrated

that

DSI could be used to

resolvetidal constituentsunder ice shelves(Appendix
B) directly, although this is not feasiblewith existing SAR data. The motion of the mobile sea ice also
containsa strongtidal signal[Padmanand Kottmeier,
2000],and SAR sensorscouldbe valuabletoolsfor determining this motion through feature tracking of indi-

In (A1), t•,j = 1,..., 4, arethe timesof eachofthe four
satellite passes,A and • are the longitudeand latitude,
respectively, K is the number of tidal constituents used

in the superposition,
Zk (,X,•) is a complex-valued
function that specifiesthe amplitude and phase of sea surface elevationassociatedwith the kth tidal constituent,
co• is the real-valued frequency of the kth constituent

• ( ) extractstherealpart
vidual ice floes[Drinkwater,1998]. In eachcase,how- in rads-•, andtheoperator
of
its
argument.
The
SSE
difference
determinedby DSI
ever, optimum orbit selection is critical to the usefulness
of the resultant data for defining the tidal contribution.
An example of the planning processfor orbit configura-

can thus be expressedby

K

Ar/(,X,
•) - y•.• [c•Z•
(,X,
•)],

tion is providedby Parke et al. [1987]for the T/P altimeter mission. In this case the primary planning goal
in relation to tides was to ensure that the most energetic

where the complex-valued coefficients c• are

constituentswere not aliasedin the T/P 10 day repeat
mission(actual repeat intervalof 9.9156days)i.nt:•low
frequenciesthat might contain significant ocean variability, such as the annual cycle and Rossbywaves, and
that the aliased frequencies for each constituent were

(A2)

k=l

Ck-- (•iodktl
_ •iodkt2
_ •io.
lk,3_•_
•iodkt4) (A3)
or

Ck-- ei•øut•
(1- ei•ø•(t2-t•)
_½i•ou(ta-t•)
q_
½iwu(t4-t•))
. (A4)

unique. The resultant T/P orbit achievedthese goals
for most major tidal constituents[Schlaxand Chelton,
1994; Schramaand Ray, 1994] (seealsoother papers For the orbit periodicityof the ERS-1 and ERS-2 passes
in the TOPEX/Poseidon specialissueof the Journal of used in this study,
Geophysical
Research,Volume 99(C12), 24,369-25,062,
1994). Similar requirementsexist for SAR missionsto
ck- e*•t• (1- ½ia•l_ •iw•35
+ •i•36) ,
(A5)
study ice shelf tides, namely, that no major tides are

"frozen"(i.e., have exactly the samephaseat the time
of each satellite pass), the aliasedtidal signalsfor dif-

where the numbers 1, 35, and 36 denote time difference

in days.(In (A5), • mustbe specified
in tad d-1.)

Inspectionof (A5) revealsthat the amplitudesof the
c•, k = 1,..., K, dependonly on the satellite orbit periodicity relativeto the periods2•/•
of the tidal constituents;
that
is,
the
c•
values
depend
only
on the time
nals (e.g.,the annualcycle). Furthermore,in "tandem"
missionssuch as the ERS-1/ERS-2 combinedmission separationof passes(t2 - tl), (t• - tl), and (t4 - tl).
period described here, the time separation of the in- These time separationsare integral numbers of days
dependent satellites also needs to be considered. These and are thus exact multiples of the 12.0000 hour peconditions are not easily met, and in practice, the inter- riod of the S2 tide. This means that the S2 tide canpretation of satellite-based geophysicaldata containing not contribute to the AV valuesobservedin our study.
ferent constituents are separable during a mission duration of 1-3 years, and the aliased tidal energy will
not be confused with other potentially energetic sig-

tides, for satellite systems with repeat intervals much
greater than 1 day, will continue to rely on the use of
the data either to drive the improvement of purely dy-

also small (seeTable 1). The Q1, 2N2, and N2 tides,
while having favorableperiodsfor contributing to

namical

are relatively weak in the Weddell Sea, having ampli-

models

as described

here or in formal

data

as-

Similarly, the contributions of the K1 and K• tides are

similationschemes
[see,e.g., Egbertet al., 1994;Egbert, tudes always less than several centimeters. This leaves
1997]. Nevertheless,carefulselectionof orbit configu- M2 and O1 as the primary contributorsto A• because
ration can significantly improve the value of SAR data they have both favorableperiodicity and strong amplifor constraining and improving tidal models by these tude in the Weddell Sea. Maps of the amplitude and
techniques for both the ice shelves and the open ocean.

phase of M2 and O1 derived from the CATS99.4 ocean

tide model (section3.1) are shownin Plate 3.

Appendix
and

SAR

A: Relationship
Data

Between Tide

Appendix
Data

B: Theory of Inversion of DSI

for Tidal

Parameters

Assumingthe seasurfaceelevation(SSE) is due only
The linear relationshipbetween At/and the K tidal
to oceantides, the DSI-derived At/given by (2) is relatedto the instantaneous
seasurfaceheightsv(tj, •, •), constituentfunctionsZ• with k = 1,..., K in (A2) sug-
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obtain accurate tidal constituent amplitude and phase
estimates. Even under the best of circumstances, howuesfrom an appropriatenumberof DSI-determined/kt/ ever, inversion of the C mat•i.x may not be practical or
values. We developthis suggestionfor future reference, even possible. I'.his is becausesome of the c• coefficients
eventhoughit is impracticalwith existingdata setsand used to construct C may be zero when the 'time separations of satellite orbits are exact or near multiples of
is not used in this study.

geststhat a setof simultaneous
linearequations
maybe
formulated to determine uniquely the various Zk val-

Given .3/IDSIs of a singleregionconstructed'from4M

satellitepasses
at timest.j ,j - i .... ,4, •vherem --

1,..., M, isa sequence
ofM AOfields,
denoted
Ar•["•],
m = 1,..., M, are availablefor analysis.Followingthe

notation
defined
in(A4),asequence
ofcoefficients
c?].
k = 1,..., K andm = 1,..., M, canbe computedfrom

t}mI.Expressing
therealandimaginary
parts
ofthe
tidal

constituent

functions

as

(81)

anddenoting
therealandimaginary
parts
ofthec•"q
as

c•rn]
__(•m]
_[_
i•m],

(82)

the set of simultaneouslinear equations determining the

Z• valuesfromthe A• [•1 valuesmaybe expressed
as
follows'

Cll

C12 ]Z-H,

(83)

ZT- [Xlx2 ...XK Yl Y2 ... YK],

The submatricesof C, Cll

(84)

and C12, are each _3//x K

with coefficients

Cll•m -- 57],

(86)

C12•,• = -e?]

(87)

If M > 2K (with the strict inequality desirableto reducenoise)and satelliteorbit periodsare not exactmultiples of any of the tidal constituent periods, the matrix C can havefull rank, and (B3) may be invertedfor
the Zu functions using an appropriate inverse technique

(e.g., leastsquares).
In the present study the C matrix constructed by
the above means is not invertible

herein.

Although data from ERS-1 and ERS-2 are unfavorable for the direct determination of sub-ice shelf tides,
the comparisonsof the two DSI examples studied here
with the results of tide models illustrate the future potential of DSI for tidal analysis. Efforts are currently
underway, for instance, to launch a lightweight SAR
2002 or earlier. The desired repeat pass cycle of LightSAR would be of -010 days, in a Sun-synchronousmode.
The radar frequency will be L band, which gives a 24
cm wavelength. This wavelength is 5 times that of the
radar used by ERS-1 and ERS-2. Hence, for a 10 day
repeat orbit the fringe rate will be approximately equal
to that obtainable with ERS-1 and ERS-2 separated by
2 days. The mission life of LightSAR is expected to
be 5 years, which would give sufficient coverage of the
ice shelves to accomplish tidal analysis by the method
described

where

matrices

described

(referredto as NASA's "LightSAR") sometimein year

Zk()•,•) - x•()•, •) + iy•()•, •)

CZ-[

tidal periods, as in the ERS-1/ERS-2 tandem mission

because M

-

I and

several constituents contribute significant energy to the
total DSI signal. Recall from section 4.2 that while
the two tidal models that we consideredonly explicitly
modeled 8 constituents, the additional 18 constituents
obtained by admittance were required to obtain a satisfactory match between the tidal models and DSI fields.
Thus the approximate number of necessaryDSIs for a
successfuldata inversion is 2K - 52, even assuming
that A•] is purely tidal. In practice, as we showedin
section 4, nontidal ocean variability such as the IBE
can also contribute significant energy to the time series
of •1, further increasingthe number of DSIs needed to

here.
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